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ABSTRACT

Texts in virtual social networks differ cardinally from those of reviewed and edited publications, as being in fact the materials of non-moderated chat dialog having all the syntactic features, and in many cases, they are hypertexts with, as analysis subjects, quite relative boundaries. Instead of texts the virtual discourse, an object of new type is analyzed. In these conditions, the linguistic analysis is transformed into preliminary linguistic processing the texts and analysis of texts into the analysis of networks participants' interactions. Weak sides of linguistic processing both primary and pervasive are shown concerning the texts in social networks. Many problems appear when analyzing the texts as non-structured big data. A changing of used linguistic tools is linked with the reorientation onto new research customers: companies seeing the business interest in that, state structures, and even onto criminal structures using result of analysis for composing the texts aimed for manipulation of the consciousness.
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INTRODUCTION

Texts found in virtual social networks fundamentally differ from those found in publications that have been subjected to editing and reviewing processes. Social network texts are texts that are retrieved from non-moderated chat-dialogue and that have specific syntactic structure. In many cases, they are hypertexts that have notional boundaries when taken as objects of research analysis. When researchers shift from the analysis of professionally created texts to the analysis of texts that are created by Internet users in a variety of virtual social networks, they face challenges associated with both research object and the shift in the pragmatic character of (research customer) expectations related to the research results. Texts created in virtual social networks have their own specific characteristics in terms of authorship, stimuli and agendas for altering vocabulary as well as of the ways they convey meaning, employ specific grammar and select topics for discussion.

The tools of linguistic analysis were developed a long time ago with the primary focus on the lexical analysis of literary fiction, authentication of the texts authorship and, later, creation of computer-assisted translation and automated text referencing and indexing. With the rapid development of mass media, new goals for linguistic analysis emerged: processing large volumes of text, creating and indexing large e-libraries, speech recognition, information searching, computer-assisted document classification and referencing, computer managed linguistic processing, creating online dictionaries, constructing linguistic processors to ensure users’ communicating with automated intellectual systems, and extracting fractographic information from informal texts, to name but a few. A significant change in linguistic analysis, its tools and objectives was stimulated by the sharp increase in the volume of information found on the Internet (proliferation of news channels, e-libraries, non-structured texts stores, anti-plagiarism software development, etc.) All this, coupled with the use of computer technologies and networks, led to the change in the linguistic analysis toolkit. Pre-processing services became available and the field of corpus linguistics flourished. When applied to the above-mentioned tasks, the linguistic analysis toolkit relies on a systematically developed theory and is complemented by specific software.

The development of social networks prompted the need to revise the methods of computer linguistic analysis given the new object of research and its new tasks. Before the appearance of the Web, computer linguistic research related to the area of corpus studies could have focused, for example, on the work of a specific writer. A social network on the Internet (or a virtual context) comprises many users, who, united by a common goal or interest, create their content. Specific “thematic” online forums, that have recently experienced rapid development, likewise belong to this category. In his “Socio-Dynamics of Culture,” Moles (2008) divided society into
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